
Certain requirements had to be met prior to writing templates. The 
workstation had to have any edition of Windows 10 version 2004 (apart 
from Home). The Windows Subsystem for Linux version 2 (WSL2) was 
necessary to install Docker Desktop. The Visual Studio Code editor was 
needed to use the “Docker” and “Remote Development” extensions, 
streamlining the template-writing process. GitHub, a cloud platform for 
hosting and sharing code, allowed the framework to be publicly 
available. A Docker Hub account helped facilitate writing templates.

To create each programming language template, first, the 
DevContainer folder was created, which contained a DevContainer 
configuration file and a Dockerfile (Figure 1). These files were written 
as plain text documents to be interpreted by VS Code and Docker, 
respectively. Then, the DevContainer was repeatedly built and tested 
until the DevContainer could build and run the remote environment 
without error. 

To use a template, the client must first pull the DevContainer folder

from GitHub and open it in VS Code, prompting the user to reopen in a 
container. After selecting “yes,” VS Code will read the DevContainer 
instructions, install software packages, setup the workspace 
environment, and prompt Docker to create the container. Docker reads 
the Dockerfile, installs software inside the container, and sets up default 
settings (e.g., the default user). After the DevContainer is configured, VS 
Code installs developer utilities, pulls project code from GitHub, and 
connects the user to the DevContainer (Create a development container 
using Visual Studio Code Remote Development, 2021).
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The project’s goals were successfully met, and all templates displayed 
better utility than manually created environments, as shown in Table 1. 
Each template was built and tested for consistency. Documentation was 
written for each template, and all templates have instructions and 
example demos, such as the Java Tank Trouble demo shown in Figure 2. 
Additionally, templates and documentation are organized in a GitHub 
repository, under “github.com/jangelo91/Remote-Development-
Environment-Templates.” The framework is available on GitHub and 
open to anyone to use and contribute to. The framework provides easy 
access to automated environment setup, with a wide variety of utilities 
for developers, and streamlines logistics for college-level courses in 
computer and information sciences. In the future, the framework could 
be updated to include templates for other languages, such as C, Python, 
and Swift and frameworks, such as Flask, Ruby on Rails, and Django. 
Contributors could also integrate cloud services, like Microsoft Azure 
and Amazon Web Services, into template functionality. 

Results (cont.)
The objective of this project was to develop a framework to automate 

software development environment setup. This process is typically done 
manually and can be time consuming, error-prone, and can lead to future 
issues. In addition to software development, these problems exist within 
the educational domain, where computer science (CS) and information 
technology (IT) course instructors run into similar issues when setting up 
workstations for students (Valstar et al., 2020). 

This project sought to address these issues by building a framework 
for remote development templates, which are a set of configuration files 
with instructions for automatically setting up environments. This 
includes details like programming language, developer utilities, and 
software packages (Visual Studio Code remote development, 2021).

The automation process uses Docker, a platform for packaging a 
software application into a “container” (Docker overview, 2020). For the 
purposes of this framework, the applications created can be thought of as 
containerized development environments (DevContainers). 

The created framework consists of several templates for different 
development environments, which can be easily modified, standardized, 
and automated by a course professor or team manager to set up an 
environment in minutes. 

Each template provides users with developer utilities for several 
popular programming languages and frameworks, i.e., Java, Go, .NET, 
and NodeJS. Additionally, each template comes with examples, 
instructions, resources, and accompanying documentation.

Manual Template

Setup 
Time Hours to days

Initial setup takes several minutes at 
most. After initial setup, users can 
almost immediately connect to the 

remote environment

Setup 
Difficulty

Users oftentimes run into errors 
unique to their computer, making it 

difficult to assess the issue

The automated setup process is limited 
to a few simple steps that work on any 
computer with Docker and VS Code

Safety

The environment is hosted by the 
user's computer, so major 

environment errors can impact the 
system

The environment is isolated as a 
container, so any serious issues are 

confined to the container

Future-
Proofing

Users are likely to run into 
compatibility issues down the line

Any changes that need to be made to 
the environment can be easily 
implemented by modifying the 

DevContainer file and/or Dockerfile
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Table 1: Each template streamlined the environment setup process and was faster, easier, 
and safer to use than manually setting up a development environment.

Figure 1: Dockerfiles are text files that contain special keywords and commands, colored 
blue, that Docker uses to build containers. With the RUN command, Docker can execute 
Linux shell instructions, colored black, to perform operations like installing software 
packages or developer utilities. Comments, in green, provide instructions and information 
for the client. Each template also has arguments that the client can modify. For example, 
Java 8 can be substituted in for Java 11 by setting VERSION to 11.

Figure 2: In addition to the base 
template and web-development 
templates for the Java programming 
language, a third template was created 
for Java. This additional demo shows 
the template’s versatile capabilities in 
the form of a popular multiplayer game, 
Tank Trouble. The template spins up a 
Java workspace with a database. The 
demo comes with a basic version of 
Tank Trouble and local multiplayer 
functionality. The score is saved through 
a database that is spun up by the 
template.

# Specifies what version of Java to use
ARG VERSION
# Specifies whether to install Maven
ARG INSTALL_MAVEN 
# Specifies whether to install Gradle
ARG INSTALL_GRADLE

# Full list of tags can be found at https://github.com/docker‐
library/docs/blob/master/openjdk/README.md#supported‐tags‐and‐respective‐dockerfile‐links
FROM openjdk:${VERSION}

# Specify whether container comes with build tools (optional)
RUN if [ "${INSTALL_MAVEN}" = "true" ]; then su vscode ‐c "source 
/usr/local/sdkman/bin/sdkman‐init.sh && sdk install maven \"${MAVEN_VERSION}\""; fi \

&& if [ "${INSTALL_GRADLE}" = "true" ]; then su vscode ‐c "source 
/usr/local/sdkman/bin/sdkman‐init.sh && sdk install gradle \"${GRADLE_VERSION}\""; fi


